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\[ \text{Tempo: 87} \]

\text{Intro}
\begin{align*}
\text{N.C.} & \quad \text{Am} & \quad \text{D} & \quad \text{Am} & \quad \text{F7} & \quad \text{E} \\
\text{SYNTH} & \quad \text{E. GUITAR} & \quad \text{K.B. 2} & \quad \text{K.B. 1} & \quad \text{KEYBOARD} & \quad \text{BASS} \\
{\text{(Natural Tone)}} & \quad \text{(Synth Piano)} & \quad \text{Synth.} & \quad \text{Synth. Bass} \\
\end{align*}
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[Intro] A

[Notation for strings, guitar I, guitar II, keyboard, and synth bass]